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MISSION
St Monica’s College is a Catholic coeducational faith 
community. The school values the sacredness and 
wellbeing of all students, staff and parents and is 
committed to serving the young people of the northern 
suburbs of Melbourne.

We promote the truths and values of Jesus 
Christ and fidelity to the message of the Gospels.  
Through prayer and perseverance, we nurture 
genuine and harmonious relationships based  
on restorative principles.

Our teaching and learning approach is contemporary, 
global in perspective and aims to inspire life-long 
learning. We seek to stimulate and develop academic 
learning and students’ personal world view through 
critical thought, whilst always being respectful of 
students’ abilities and learning styles. We encourage 
and assist each Monican to reach full potential.

Student-centred educational programs and  
extra-curricular offerings foster respect of self,  
others and the environment. The College provides 
extensive well maintained facilities, resources and 
technologies which reflect an ongoing commitment  
to excellence and innovation.

St Monica’s College celebrates its cultural diversity 
and draws strong identity from its past. We endeavour 
to empower Monicans to flourish and contribute 
positively to Australia and the world, now and in  
the future.
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Mr Brian Hanley OAM

The legacy that has been endowed upon this 
College by the Sisters of the Good Samaritan 
of the Order of St Benedict is deep within the 
lifeblood of this school community. When 
requested by Church authorities to establish 
a secondary school for girls in the 1960’s,  
the Sisters of the Good Samaritan have ever 
since been beacons of hope and joy for thousands 
who bear the name ‘Monican’.

Our College has sought to recognise particular 
Good Samaritan Sisters by naming either places 
or awards after individual Sisters. The Julian 
Quaine sgs Library serves the Davisson Street 
Campus so well, and Sister was a loyal member 
of the Library staff. Her perseverance each  
day to come to work and under take 
simple, critical tasks in the Library will be 
remembered by those who knew her. A special 
commemorative book has been written on the 
life at SMC of Sister Julian.

Always, Archives are a critical part of a school’s 
story and traditions. They remember as they 
honor, and at our school the Helen Lombard 
sgs Archives Centre is located on the senior 
campus with Mrs Claire Polidano (alumna of the 
College) serving as Archivist. Sister Helen was 
a woman of influence and authority not only at 
SMC but within the Order and in the Catholic 
Church in Australia. Our College was blest that 
she was Principal through very formative years.

First Principal of the College was the remarkable 
person whose name is given to the Patricia 
Thame sgs Board Room, located in Augustine 
House. Sister Patricia guided and strongly  
led this school in those very early years, and 
her memory lives in the minds and hearts of  
the original scholars of SMC. 

Scholarship is not forgotten and the Therese 
Quinn sgs Academic Prize is named in honor 
of influential and trail blazing former Principal, 
Sister Therese Quinn. She was a person of 
energy, vision and it was under Sister Therese 
that Dalton Road Campus was envisioned  
and built.

On Dalton Road Campus Monicans walk the 
Dorothea Tallon sgs Avenue. This avenue 
recognises the extraordinary devotion 
Sister Dorothea had for the girls and boys of  
St Monica’s College, both as a teacher in senior 
school and the Pastoral Visitor. She is sometimes 
unofficially referred to as ‘St Monica’s Good 
Sam Sister’ to reflect her love for the community. 

When the Cooinda Building is fully operational, 
one of the main rooms will be named the 
Margaret Keane sgs Conference Room.  
It is said that Sister Margaret was the driving 
force for the successful launch of the junior 
campus and the introduction of coeducation. 
Her name always brings pleasure to those who 
had the good fortune to be Monican under her 
leadership.

Monicans stroll along one of the most pleasant 
areas on the College grounds, the Mary Duffy 
sgs Esplanade. What joy was experienced in 
2021 when this waterway feature with relaxing 
recreational furniture was blest and opened  
to commemorate the Principalship of Sister 
Mary Duffy, our second Principal. Former 
students faithfully recall her wonderful care 
and strong leadership, a balance unique within a 
special person. 

Good Samar itan Sisters are honored 
appropriately and publicly. A grand total of  

36 Sisters have served in Epping at some 
time since 1964 and their names are listed on  
the Honor Board in the Building of the  
Sacred Heart. Each has a plaque in the Bede 
Polding Rose Garden.

There will be so many readers of The Monican 
who will remember with affection some or all 
of these long-serving teachers: Sisters Laserian 
Crowe; Isobel Murray; Patricia Satterthwaite; 
Harriet Gleeson; Janice Gleeson; Margaret 
Mithen; Dorothy McKay; and other individual 
Sisters of special significance to them.

Service long or brief, important or simple, 
memories remembered or faded away 
somewhat, are all valued and treasured in 
the eyes of true Monicans who know what 
these women and their Order gave to Epping, 
Melbourne’s northern suburbs, the Church in 
Victoria and the nation, and in Japan, Kiribati, 
the Philippines and East Timor. 

Their Monican journey was one that left a 
path to follow. In 2022, we travel that same 
journey ahead together with the Sisters of  
the Good Samaritan in the here and now. 

Brian E. Hanley OAM 
College Principal

PRINCIPAL’S REPORTPRINCIPAL’S REPORT

MEMORIAL GARDEN UPGRADEMEMORIAL GARDEN UPGRADE

The upgrade of the Memorial Garden has now 
been completed. Overlooking the tranquil 
wetlands on DRC the Memorial Garden 
recognises staff and students who have passed 
away whilst at the College. A brass plaque is 
dedicated to each person. The location of the 
Memorial Garden aims to provide a peaceful 
area for quiet reflection. We pray that all of our 
lost friends rest in peace in God’s care.
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DALTON RD CAMPUSDALTON RD CAMPUS
Director’s Report

As Semester 1 comes to a close,  
I have had plenty of opportunities  
to ref lect on an extended period 
of time our students have spent 
on campus without lock downs, 
circuit breakers or threats of remote 
teaching and learning.

Certainly, we have had a large number of staff and students 
impacted by COVID, influenza and other more common 
ailments, however we have endured! It has been wonderful 
to have classes running every day. We have students who 
have experienced uninterrupted learning this past semester, 
with both staff and students enjoying the normalcy of  
the classroom. Students have completed assessments, testing 
and exams in the comfort of their classrooms with familiar 
faces supervising and encouraging them. Students have 
taken full advantage of their electives subjects which they 
enjoy so much. Technology classes have completed practical 
tasks and Food Technology classes have cooked beautiful 
food just to cite a few examples, Physical Education classes 
have experienced excellent participation by students and  
they are enjoying the experience of learning something new 
and physical. Students have been very settled in their usual 
and comfortable learning environments and for this I am  
very grateful.

We have also witnessed wide and happy smiles on the faces 
of all students heading off to cocurricular activities. Over 100 
cocurricular opportunities are available at SMC and please 
believe me when I write that students can be seen heading 
off to all sorts activities from 6.00am in the morning, recess, 
lunch and as late as 6.00pm in the evening. I am so enthused 
by their excitement and the importance many students place 
on the role out of classroom activities play in their life.  
It would be very wrong if I did not mention sport at this stage. 
I strongly believe that our students place such great value 
on sport and physical activities. Teams are filled, events 
are played and might I say victories are very sweet. It is just 
wonderful to have these opportunities back for our students.

We have focussed on student wellbeing, physical and mental 
health and of course education. As campus staff we have 
done our very best to ensure that our youngest students 
receive the best DRC has to offer and we will continue to do 
so as the next semester commences. With all the good news, 
however I am also required to discuss a few observations 
that are not so pleasing. Socially, some of our students are 
demonstrating behaviours that require attention. Certainly we  
have addressed punctuality and grooming recently, however 
I have recently spoken to students about manners, respect, 
expectations, patience and acceptance. These are all  
examples of social behaviour that are essential if we are to  
co-exist as a community.

Our students really do know how to behave and are 
exceptional young adults. They are valued members of a 
community willing to look after them and assist them to 
become valuable members of society. Semester 2 is exciting 
and I look forward to all that it holds, mostly the processes 
set in place to transition our students to next year, where with 
great hope we continue on this wonderful journey that we 
commenced earlier this year.

Amorina Chirico
Deputy Principal, Director of 
Dalton Road Campus

DAVISSON ST CAMPUSDAVISSON ST CAMPUS
Director’s Report

Getting back into the school flow following a term break, 
can take some time and patience. Especially when the 
break has been during the cooler months of Winter, and  
we have been able to take advantage of the extra warm 
sleep ins, later starts to our day and the catch ups  
with friends and loved ones, that are usually reserved  
for weekends. 

It can be challenging to get back to timetables and routines, not to mention the 
discipline required to meet pending deadlines and ensuring that you remain on  
top of things. What works for some, does not necessarily work for all, however 
starting with a positive mindset and a few general tips may be beneficial in assisting 
you to get back on track and fit to travel the distance.

A new semester, equals a fresh start. A fresh start requires the following:

1.   Clean everything – Start with the basics. Clear your laptop and downloads, 
organising everything in folders and be ready for the new semester. Change your 
screen image and choose something calming. Now clear out your school bag and 
your home desk. 

2.   Set a schedule – This is particularly useful after a break and especially for a 
new semester. It will help you remain on task. Factor in your study and sleep 
times, part-time working hours, and co-curricular commitments. Do not forget 
to include “me” timeslots. Everyone needs these!

3.   Create your own “make it possible” list – Here you will jot down small things 
and topics/ideas you feel you need to work on. You can also include anything that 
allows you to work on developing and nurturing you, as a person.

4.   Have a set sleep schedule and stick to it – With a new semester starting, you 
need to be ready for an early alarm. In the days leading up to your return, set an 
earlier alarm each morning, so you will be ready when the time comes to return 
to classes.

5.   Make sure you have everything you need – uniform, stationery items, 
textbooks, digital subscriptions, etc.

6.   Use your planner – Your daily College planner or a yearly wall planner, can 
assist to organise and de-stress your days. Seeing your week, months and 
semester laid out in front of you can help to put your time into perspective.  
Use colours to code classes, due dates and appointments. Use the College 
calendar to assist you with your scheduling.

7.   Celebrate your accomplishments – Cross items off your to-do list. It feels great 
when you do!

8.   Me time – Remember to schedule time to treat yourself. Whether it is going for a 
walk, grabbing a coffee, hot drink or snack, or stretching your legs outside while 
you call a friend or family member, to let them know you are doing ok and that 
they are important to you.

However you choose to prepare yourself for the semester ahead, ensure to set 
manageable goals. Whilst this may seem like a daunting task, do not allow it to be. 
Break down your goals and concentrate on the semester ahead by asking:

•  What are some things you want to change?

•  Do you want to be more involved?

•  Do you want to improve your grades or level of engagement?

•  What do you want to accomplish?

Most importantly, remember to reach out and ask for assistance if you have planned 
well but are still struggling to make progress. There are many people just waiting 
for the opportunity to support you. 

Best wishes for Semester 2, Monicans.

Paula Di Maria
Deputy Principal, Director of 
Davisson Street Campus
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On the evening of Thursday 19 May, the Principal’s Ribbon 
for Cookery was held in The Gateway Room on Dalton 
Road Campus. Twelve competitors with seven dishes, 
both sweet and savoury, competed for two awards: the 
Principal’s Encouragement Award and the Principal’s Ribbon  
for Cookery. Our adjudicator was the 2007 Inaugural winner 
of the Principal’s Ribbon for Cookery and 2021 Top four 
finalist of MasterChef Australia, Ms Elise Pulbrook. Joining 
Elise in a more informal manner was Top nine MasterChef 
Australia finalist Scott Bagnell who provided insight into the 
some of the dishes on the night.

Ms Pulbrook was an outstanding judge, providing contestants 
with valuable feedback and commendation and at the 
conclusion of the event, offered the contestants an opportunity 
to stay in contact with her by way of networking in the  
food industry. She, along with Mr Hanley, awarded the 
Principal’s Encouragement Award to Claire Xuereb (Year 
11 Silver) and Leah Koutsournas (Year 11 Mauve) their 
dish “Creamy tomato gnocchi with garlic focaccia”. It was 
clear that the gnocchi was prepared with care and love in the 
traditional way, and the garlic focaccia was prepared with time 
honoured equipment and materials.

The Principal’s Ribbon for Cookery was awarded to Bianca 
Scuteri (Year 10 Green) and Laura Yildirim (Year 10 Mauve) 
for their dish “A trip to Italy”, which was an amoretti biscuit 
presented two ways, tiramisu, and homemade cannoli. 
The dish took our judge on a culinary journey through the 
sights, sounds and flavours of Italy, it was even served with a 
traditional espresso made in the traditional way. Bianca and 
Laura were confident and sparked emotion as they spoke of 
Bianca’s late father’s heritage and the girls’ friendship as the 
inspiration behind the dish.

We congratulate the following students for competing in the 
2022 Principal’s Ribbon for Cookery:

Bianca Scuteri (Year 10 Green)

Laura Yildirim (Year 10 Mauve)

Claire Xuereb (Year 11 Silver)

Leah Koutsournas (Year 11 Mauve)

Maria Bobolas (Year 12 Green)

Madison Ditel (Year 9 Red)

Sienna Pane (Year 9 Purple)

Jaimee Lymbouris (Year 12 Red)

Helena Popovski (Year 12 Orange)

Chelsea Fernando (Year 11 Indigo)

Gloria Njarlely (Year 12 Orange)

Nell Rejith (Year 12 Purple)

We look forward to the 2023 Principal’s Ribbon for Cookery 
and hope many more students will consider applying  
next year. Applications will open early in 2023 for all students 
in Years 9 to 12.

You can connect with Ms Elise Pulbrook @elise_foodperson 
and Scott Bagnell @ssbagnell

PRINCIPAL’S RIBBON FOR COOKERYPRINCIPAL’S RIBBON FOR COOKERY
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The Melbourne Society of Women Painters 
and Sculptors (MSWPS) has a long and proud 
history as the oldest surviving women’s art 
group in Australia. It aims to provide help and 
encouragement to women artists. The Society 
has regular meetings and exhibitions and the 
College was pleased to host their June meeting 
in the Southern Cross Gathering Place in 
Augustine House.

The occasion afforded us an opportunity to 
exhibit our Mimovich collection. Featuring 
paintings, etchings, sculptures and carvings, our 
diverse collection prompted much discussion 
and sharing of stories of former member of 
MSWPS, the late Leopoldine Mimovich OAM.

Organised in association with Louise Foletta, 
who presented our 2019 Annual Oration, we 
were able to discuss many of the art pieces which 
adorn our buildings and are incorporated into 
courses of study and religious ceremonies. 

Leopoldine Mimovich was a globally recognised 
Austrian artist and sculptor who immigrated 
to Australia after the end of World War II. 
Specialising in wooden and bronze sculptures, 
as well as paintings and carvings, her creations 
are widely acclaimed and many feature her 
loving connection to God and Our Lady.  
In 1985 she received the Order of Australia 
Medal in recognition of her services to sculpture 
and religious art. She entered eternal life on 
Christmas Day 2019.

The origins of our Mimovich collection date 
back to the Principalship of Sr Laserian Crowe 
sgs who was thought to have purchased the origin 
pieces in the early 1970’s. Maureen Barnsley 
who was the College Secretary from 1968-1978, 
recounted in the 1978 College Annual that 
‘Sr Laserian was noted for her artistic talents 
and soon we saw prints of famous paintings 
appearing in the classrooms, art department, 

assembly room and in the Principal’s  

office and  administration area. We have a 

beautiful crucifix by Hans Knorr and equally 

beautiful Madonna by Madame Mimovich.’  

Mr Hanley’s commitment to purchasing and 
displaying beautiful artworks continued this 
from 1991 onwards, seeing our collection grow 
to being one of the largest collections of religious 
art by a female artist and sculptor. Believing that 
surrounding Monicans with beautiful artworks 
inspires them and fosters our Catholic identity, on 
many occasions Mr Hanley met with Leopoldine 
Mimovich in her home in Kew. A woman of great 
faith and artistic talent, she was always interested 
in the College’s progress. Her inspiration and 
legacy lives on through our memories of her 
generosity, deep and abiding faith.

Bernadette Harris 
Deputy Principal (Identity, Mission & Community)

IDENTITY, MISSION & COMMUNITYIDENTITY, MISSION & COMMUNITY
Deputy Principal’s Report
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REFUGEE COLLEGE CONVERSATION
The Term 2 College Conversation focussed on our annual 
theme ‘Travelling Together on our Journeys Ahead.’ 
Discussing ‘Accompanying Refugee and Asylum Seekers’ we 
were fortunate to hear from guest presenters from Whittlesea 
Community Connections. We are inspired by the work they 
achieve and are proud to work in partnership with the Food 
Collective and their other initiatives. 

This includes journeying with our brothers and sisters who 
have sought refuge and asylum in our local community.  
This is an important part of our mission and identity as a 
Catholic school and as proud and active members of the City 
of Whittlesea. 

Our presenters Oreste and Hangamar detailed the complex 
nature of working of supporting members of our local 
community experiencing disadvantage and exclusion. This 
contextualised the volunteer work our Community Service 

classes undertake at the Food Collective supermarket and the 
meals we supply through regular cook up sessions. We also 
explored other ways Monicans could potentially contribute to 
making a small difference in the lives of others. 

All attendees felt that hearing the stories and testimonies 
assisted in developing an understanding of walking alongside 
one another, to genuinely accompany and to provide 
appropriate support where needed or invited.

It is fitting that we turn our focus to travelling with refugee and 
asylum seekers as Australia annually joins in the celebrations 
and commemorations of Refugee Week in the month of June.  
The Refugee Week theme this year is ‘Healing’ and the 
College will mark this with a range of student activities and 
learning opportunities, ever mindful that: ‘Truly I tell you, 
whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and 
sisters of mine, you did for me.’ Matthew 25:40

IDENTITY, MISSION & COMMUNITYIDENTITY, MISSION & COMMUNITY

Bernadette Harris
Deputy Principal  
(Identity, Mission & Community)
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DANCE SHOWCASEDANCE SHOWCASE

The Semester One Dance Showcase was held on Friday 
20 May in the Theatre of All Nations. This Showcase 
featured dancers from the Years 9 and 10 Dance classes, 
the Year 11 VET Dance class and the Year 12 VCE  
Dance class. The audience got to see a diverse range 
of group performances, solos performances and duo 
dance pieces in a variety of dance styles and with a mix 
of thematic dance compositions. The students showcased 
their talent and performed on the evening with beautiful 
artistry and technical precision. Congratulations to these 
talented Monican dancers.

Alison Fernandes
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DANCE SHOWCASEDANCE SHOWCASE

O Lord our God, look down with mercy on the 
Ukrainian people. Protect and save them from 
the unjust aggressors who seek to subdue them. 
Grant them steadfast trust in your mercy and 
protection.

O Mother of God, who gave us your miraculous 
icon at Zarvanytsia, intercede for the 
Ukraninian people, who run to the shelter of 
your mercy in their times of need.

O Lord Jesus Christ, have mercy on us. Grant 
peace and protection to the people of Ukraine. 
Give them strength and courage to defend 
what is good, right, and holy. Keep them safe 
from harm and provide for all their needs, both 
temporal and spiritual.

Hear our prayers, O Lord, and deliver us 
from distress, for You are merciful and 
compassionate and love mankind. To You we 
give glory: the Father, the Son, and the Holy 
Spirit, now and forever and ever. Amen

By Carrie Chuff,  
Written permission form catholicicing.com

PRAYER FOR UKRAINEPRAYER FOR UKRAINE

Aid to the Church in Need is 
inviting prayer and financial help to 
strengthen the Church in Ukraine.

Visit www.aidtochurch.org/ukraine.

Aid to the Church in Need is the only 
international Catholic Charity dedicated 
to the spiritual and pastoral support of 
suffering and persecuted Christians.
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VET Qualifications give students the opportunity to 
learn practical and skill-based competencies, which 
can be applied in the workplace. As a College we have 
an extensive VET provision which includes up to 12 
VET qualifications, and we work in various capacities 
with multiple registered training organisations to 
fulfill the required guidelines. Students, as subject 
selection approaches, take the time to consider if a  
VET qualification is appropriate for you, and your  
career pathway. VET qualifications work in a different way to VCE and it is 
important that students enter into these qualifications with appropriate knowledge. 
At this time many of our external VET provider partners are holding upcoming 
VET information sessions which may be useful to you – particularly if you have 
a specific career pathway. For any VET related questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me h.rabenda@stmonicas-epping.com

All of our Year 11 and Year 12 VCAL students complete VET qualifications and 
many of them are now starting their second Structured Workplace Learning 
(SWL). We have fifty-six VCAL students attending an SWL one day a week. Thank 
you to all who have supported our students in this, and to the teachers who have 
volunteered their time to visit our students. This is a wonderful example of a team 
effort between many people and departments. If you are interested in visiting a 
student in a work setting, please contact me. 

In other news, last month VET Hospitality took delivery of a new coffee machine. 
This will allow Mr Topolcsanyi and his team to deliver an accredited Barista course, 
and a new Dual Hospitality Qualification in 2023. As the year progresses, there 
are other things in the VET calendar to look forward to including the World Skills 
Competitions and the annual VCAA and local HWLLEN Vocational Awards. If you 
have a student who excels in their VET studies, please let me know. 

Finally, VET teachers have been working to ensure that they maintain their 
industry currency, and it is really encouraging to see staff undertaking Professional 
Development and industry practice in relation to their areas of expertise. This has 
included ‘work experience’, additional training and visits to industry settings. If you 
need any assistance in this area, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Throughout the month of May nine tertiary institutions  
attended the Davisson Street Campus to present to interested 
Years 10 - 12 students. Attendance was generally excellent, 
with RMIT attracting one hundred and three students.

Students who attended were provided with relevant 
and up to date information on each of the institutions’ 
courses, campuses, entry requirements, early entry 
programs, scholarships, etc. Our Careers staff have been 
attending many of the careers practitioner seminars on the 
university campuses and have gained great insight by being  
“on campus”. Students and parents are encouraged to attend 
the upcoming university Open Days to get a better “feel”  
for what university life might be like. 

Years 10 - 12 students and their parents have recently been 
sent relevant information about university early entry 
programs. Years 10 and 11 students have also received this 
information as well, as information they need to know to 
help their early entry applications when they reach Year 12. 
There are some excellent opportunities for Year 12 students 
(and in some cases, Year 11 students), to apply for these early 
entry programs. Why would you not? It is a great opportunity, 
through a simple application process in most cases, to receive 
an offer of a university place even before any Year 12 exams 
have been completed! 

All the information for university Early Entry programs and 
Open Days can be found on our Career’s website. 

The midyear exam period was not only busy for students 
sitting exams but also for our Year 10 pre-VCAL students 
as they have been doing their work experience placement.  
The placements have not only been a great learning experience 
for the Year 10 students as staff conducting the workplace visits 
have also benefited from the experience. Apart from the Year 10  
pre-VCAL students, work experience is not compulsory at  
St Monica’s, however, students are encouraged to do a 
placement to help them with their career decision making.

Helen Rabenda
Senior Teacher 
VETiS and VCAL Programs 

AN UPDATE FROM VETIS AND VCAL PROGRAMS AN UPDATE FROM VETIS AND VCAL PROGRAMS CAREERSCAREERS

Denis Selimovic at Intelligent Engineering        

Jorja Mecozzi at a careers expo she helped organise
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LITURGY, FAITH AND MISSION LITURGY, FAITH AND MISSION 

What sets your heart on fire? The Feast of the Sacred Heart 
on 24 June offers us a wonderful opportunity to listen to 
the ways we are all individually called to make a difference 
in the world around us. Each person has a gift to bring, each 
gift is different, and all are needed. Author and theologian 
Frederick Beuchner offers a keen insight into this process 
of understanding to identify a personal vocation that will  
be lived out in community: The place God calls you to is  
the place where your deep gladness and the world’s deep 
hunger meet. 

SMC begins a new tradition this year at the end of Term Two 
with a procession on the Feast of the Sacred Heart for students 
in Years 10 - 12. A Welcome to Country invites both staff and 
students to become more aware of the sacredness of country, 
creatures, and people. It also honours the wisdom of First 
Nations people in taking an integrated and long-term view of 
how to care for all of creation today, and for the generations 
that will follow. 

Moving through the senior years at secondary school opens 
the way for a deeper consideration of where each person’s 
gifts can f lower and f lourish both at and beyond SMC. 
The firm foundations of academic education and spiritual 
formation offered to each student allows each person to 
discern and develop their passions with faith in the future.

The SMC Choir learned a new song to celebrate the Feast of 
the Sacred Heart this year called Song at the Centre. It forms a 
prayer of blessing as we move forward on our shared journeys 
ahead in 2022.

From the corners of creation to the centre where we stand, 

let all things be blest and holy, all is fashioned by your hand.

Brother wind and sister water, mother earth and father sky,

sacred plants and sacred people, sacred Spirit of the land.

Fiona Dyball 
Coordinator of Liturgy, Faith and Mission

Whether it be getting together for an annual Christmas feast or sharing the evening 
meal of iftar during Ramadan, food is often at the centre of cultural traditions  
and celebrations. A meal is more than just food. It is a whole experience of sharing 
with family and other special persons. A family dinner is often the only time an 
entire family will be together and have the opportunity to connect and build some of 
the most important relationships in our life. So why does the family dinner seem to 
be on the decline?

For many parents and guardians, the idea of sharing a meal with family may not 
seem practical. Work commitments, household chores, and after-school activities 
may leave little time for the family to sit down together for a meal. Many of us may 
view the preparation of a family dinner as another burdensome chore at the end of a 
long day. For approximately 15% of Australians who undertake shift work, family 
dinner may be a very rare occurrence.

Numerous studies show that eating together can contribute to the social and 
emotional development of children and adolescents, promote more healthy eating 
habits, maintain cultural values, and improve family relationships. Family dinner 
is even associated with higher academic achievement in children and adolescents.

What does the science say?
Research has identified a consistent association between family dinner frequency 
and adolescent academic performance. Regular family dinner is an even more 
powerful predictor of high achievement scores than time spent in school, doing 
homework, or playing sports. For younger children, conversation at the dinner table 
can boost vocabulary even more than being read aloud. Children who have a large 
vocabulary tend to read earlier and more easily.

Children who eat regular family dinners also tend to have a more balanced diet, 
consuming more fruits and vegetables, and fewer fried foods and soft drinks.  
Young adults who ate regular family meals as adolescents are more likely to eat 
healthily once they live on their own.

Adolescents who eat regular family dinners are less likely to engage in risk taking 
behaviours and report better mental health. Family dinners may provide the 
opportunity for families to discuss their problems and explore effective problem 
solving and coping skills for the challenges of everyday life. Some research has 
shown that victims of bullying are more likely to bounce back more readily if they 
have regular family dinners.

When surveyed, children and adolescents report that they are most likely to talk 
to their parents during mealtime. Effective and regular communication between 
parents and children are the building blocks to healthy relationships, which in 
turn can contribute to the numerous social and emotional benefits outlined above. 
Sharing dinner is not going to be an instant cure for strained family relationships but 
it may provide an opportunity for relationships to develop over time.

How to make the most of family dinner
Try to allocate specific days of week for family dinner and plan ahead but 
remember that it is OK if not all family members can attend. Family dinner should 
not be the responsibility of one person. Ideally, the entire family should share in 
the preparation and clean up, which can help children learn responsibility and to 
appreciate the roles of others within their family. Most importantly, make family 
dinner a time for gratitude and respect. Ensure all family members have an 
opportunity to talk about their day. What was the best thing that happened that day? 
What was the biggest challenge? What are we looking forward to? What are we not 
looking forward to?

But remember, all bets are off if the TV is on during dinner. The potential benefits of 
family dinner will likely wither away like a wilted piece of old lettuce once that TV 
comes on. The same could be said for phones too!

The Wellbeing and Counselling Services Team
Ms Deborah O’Malley, Ms Monica Maroulakos, Ms Sylvia Pasahidis,  
Mr Oliver Jones, Ms Isabella Gabriele, Miss Belinda Sudano and  
Ms Laura Guirguis.

THE BENEFITS OF FAMILY DINNERTHE BENEFITS OF FAMILY DINNER
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On Friday 27 May, five of our Year 11 students participated in the 2022 Senior 
Ethics Olympiad Competition via Zoom. This exciting educational experience 
provided students with the opportunity to compete against other Victorian 
schools in a series of four Ethics Olympiad heats, where they were scored 
according to set criteria which rewards clear, concise and respectful discourse 
around challenging ethical cases.

With sixteen Victorian schools participating, the competition was undoubtedly 
tough, and the organisers have confirmed that their decision to award 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd placings was difficult. Whilst we did not get a placing, it was truly 
inspiring to see the way our students met significant intellectual challenges 
during the day, and the way in which they rose to these challenges, making me 
and the College proud.

Our Intermediate and Junior Basketball 
squads have been competing in the 
Victorian College Championships over 
recent weeks. Some fantastic results see 
our teams advance to the Elite 8 round 
over the coming weeks.

Anthony Capeci

I would like to formally commend the following students for 
being part of this College initiate:

Krrish KC (11 Orange)

Lucinda Parker (11 Silver)

Jane Luu (11 Indigo)

Bianca Diaz-Pavon (11 Brown)

Akanshya Lama (11 Gold)

Claudio Costa 
Coordinator of Gifted and Talented Education

THE ETHICS OLYMPIAD COMPETITION 2022THE ETHICS OLYMPIAD COMPETITION 2022

SPORTSPORT
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MUSICMUSIC

MONICANS IN MAY
The Monicans in May ensemble concert was held 
on Tuesday 10 May in the Theatre of All Nations.  
The evening featured over 100 students performing  
in their respective ensembles, ranging from students 
who performed for the first time in Junior Band 
and Junior String Ensemble to senior students who 
demonstrated their high level of musical skill.

The performances were very much enjoyed by the 
large audience in attendance and student musicians 
found the experience to be extremely valuable as they 
work towards other performance opportunities later  
in the year.

Congratulations to all students who performed at the 
concert and many thanks are extended to College 
Music staff for their support of the students.

GENERATIONS IN JAZZ (VIRTUAL)
The Stage Band and Senior Vocal Ensemble completed their recordings for the Generations 
in Jazz competition. The students enjoyed the opportunity to prepare a program and 
represent the College in the prestigious competition. Adjudication and the announcement 
of results is expected in mid June.

Many thanks to the Stage Band director, Mr Jack Beeche and Senior Vocal Ensemble 
Director, Mrs Gabrielle Crowley for preparing the students. Congratulations to all students 
who participated.

MUSIC CAMP
Preparations are now underway for the 2022 Music 
Camp and we are very pleased to have the opportunity 
to return to Music Camp this year. All students 
who have been committed to a College Ensemble 
throughout Semester 1 have been invited.

The camp will take place on Sunday 17 July to Tuesday 
19 July at ADANAC CYC, Yarra Junction.

The goal for the camp will be for students to develop 
their musicianship skills, ensemble repertoire as 
well as the social benefits of making new friends and 
strengthening current friendships.

Forms are due back to the Music Office on Friday  
10 June.
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ALUMNIALUMNI

Julia Interligi (Class of 2011) and 
Anthony Villella on their marriage

Simona Gruevski (Class of 2016)  
and Con Miskas (Class of 2008) 

 on their marriage

Madeline Perrone (Class 
of 2012) and Laurence Del 
Pozzo on their marriage

Deidre Burggraaf (Class of 2006) 
and Jared Findley on the birth of 

their daughter Scarlett  Eva

Renae Rossiani nee Colosimo 
(Class of 2007) and David Rossiani 
on the birth of their twins Mia and 
Luca who join big sister Isabella

Emilly Batten (Class of 2013) and 
John Crocitti on their marriage

Natalie Porco (Class of 2010) 
and Nicholas Suraci on the 

birth of their son Lucas

Alyce Coghlan (Class of 2013) and 
Giancarlo Moca on their engagement

Brandon Nicolaou (Class of 2013) 
and Faye Kulevski on their marriage

Sara Furlano (Class of 2013) and 
Anthony Cassar on their marriage

Alycia Benincasa (Class of 2008) 
and Justin Rigby on their marriage

Daniel Cilia (Class of 2002) and 
Ginny Cilia on the birth of their son Jai 
who joins siblings Isobel and Lincoln

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

JAMES DAMCHES
Class of 2016

I remember my time at SMC and look back 
on it fondly, the friendships I formed are 
highly valued and will be with me for life.  
Looking back on my time at school,  
I think the best thing about the College for 
me was the culture amidst the senior year 
levels; the world is your oyster. No goal was 
ever too difficult if you had the motivation 
and patience to try. It did not matter who 
you were or where you came from, SMC 
provided the foundations for achieving 
your goals in life. The College sent me on 
the State/National Schools Constitutional 
Convention to the State Parliament to 
deliver a speech, then later to the Federal 
Parliament in Canberra, nurturing my 
political interests. Key figures include my 
teachers who supported me on my way.

I graduated as part of the Class of 2016 
and since then I have travelled the world, 
undertaken a degree in International 
Relations, worked for Christian Dior and 
developed my political passions in the 
form of candidacy for the 2022 federal 
election where I ran for the Liberal Party 
representing modern thinking and the  
next generation of leadership.

I hope to continue with my political 
aspirations and am excited to see where the 
next chapter of my life takes me. If there 
is one thing the election campaign left me 
with, it is optimism for the next generation 
and the future of our country.
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REUNION – CLASS OF 2001-2002REUNION – CLASS OF 2001-2002
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ALUMNI ON CAMPUSALUMNI ON CAMPUS

Alumni Anabelle Shimmins (Class of 2019) and Grace Fepuleai (Class of 2019) with Ms Anthea Sarantos at the Young Women’s Breakfast held in March.

Alumna Elise Pulbrook (Class of 2009), who was a finalist in the 2021 Masterchef competition, adjudicated the recent Principal’s Ribbon for Cookery  
along with fellow Masterchef contestant Scott Bagnell. Pictured with Mr Brian Hanley.

Shruti Raman (Class of 2018) attended the Principal’s Shield for Chess, which is a seven-round chess tournament for students from Years 7 to 12.  
Shruti was a Special Guest Adjudicator for the tournament.
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